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What does t3 mean? t3 is the triple bottom line. Projects under t3 have positive outcomes; economically, 
environmentally and socially.

Why do we need the 
t3 Initiative?

To make a significant and lasting improvement in the environmental performance of 
commercial buildings we need a cultural change which only a community movement can 
create. The t3 Initiative looks to create a t3 community which will demonstrate that we want 
to and we can make a difference in the battle against climate change and in doing so we 
can create a number of positive outcomes, environmentally, socially, financially and with new 
investment and productivity improvements.

How did the
t3 Initiative come 
about?

Incorp’s purpose is:  
“We enable our clients’ success by unlocking the full potential of their people”.
Putting their workplace understanding together with the understanding of the problem of 
the split incentive, they set about in creating a solution. Moreover, the t3 Initiative is not a 
profit centre. It is operated on a cost recovery model so that all can take part. The issues 
being addressed are bigger than any company or organisation, and in our sector binding 
together is the way we can all realise opportunities and have solutions delivered. t3 is now 
in discussions with two global property groups to assist in the structure and running of the 
t3 Initiative. This is an industry led community initiative which is designed so industry can 
demonstrate that all can be involved in improving our world.

What is a cost 
recovery model?

The costs to run the t3 Initiative are recovered from a small charge on projects which is paid for 
by the building owner. The charge for projects is reviewed annually by community partners and 
independent accountants.

Who Is Incorp? Incorp is a strategic business solutions group who develop and facilitate strategies that 
inform, influence and ignite the untapped potential of people, property and business. As the 
champion of the t3 Initiative Incorp endeavours to harness the power of our community to 
make a positive impact across people, workplace and planet.

What is the  
‘split incentive’?

The ‘split incentive’ is a global issue that exists in most commercial property. The owner owns 
the asset and the tenant pays the utility bills, so there is no incentive for one or the other to 
improve performance. Whilst there is opportunity to improve the owner does not gain directly 
from improving efficiency as the tenants costs reduce, not theirs. The tenant does not want to 
upgrade an asset that is not theirs and may not have a payback in their lease term. With most 
commercial property being leased, this is a significant global issue.

What is the 
‘connection incentive’?

The ‘connection incentive’ is the diversion of expense items to make upgrading a financial 
option. This is the part of the savings which the tenant diverts to the owner to make the 
upgrade of the asset an option for them. It is the tenant choosing to divert expense lines 
from utility and maintenance companies to improve the workplace for their employees.

How much can we 
expect to save?

We lock in 20% of the direct savings for the tenant, without any capital cost. The owners 
metrics are more complex however, it can be positive on a cash-flow comparison, a value 
assessment or other metrics. Each owner will have different metrics on an investment 
decision for their asset. The positive side is that this generates savings and income, which 
enables the upgrade to happen.

Which countries are 
involved in t3?

Australia for now. Discussions have commenced on taking the model globally.

Is the t3 Initiative 
available in my state?

Yes, the t3 Initiative can be undertaken in any state or territory in Australia.

FAQ (Frequently Asked Questions)
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How can I join t3? If you are an owner or tenant involved in a t3 project, you are a t3 partner and will be listed 
on the t3 Initiative website. If you would like to show your support for t3 and/or need 
assistance to undertake a t3 project send an email request to:  
hello@t3initiative.solutions

Can we use the t3 
logo?

If you are a t3 partner, you can use the t3 logo as outlined in your media pack.  
If you have not received a media pack please send an email request to:  
hello@t3initiative.solutions 
To become a t3 partner, you must have undertaken a project under the t3 Initiative.  
We recognise those that have taken action to improve performance.

How do I get my 
building involved?

As a tenant you can let your building owner know about t3 and that you would like to 
participate in improving outcomes for your business. You may have projects to suggest to 
the owner to improve the building performance or contact t3 to discuss. As a building owner 
you can contact t3 to discuss how we can assist with your tenant engagement and we can 
review proposed work for your property. In addition the website t3initiative.solutions will 
feature example project sheets.

What if the owner 
says no to t3?

That’s okay. There are many reasons for an owner of a property to upgrade the facility and 
timing may just not be right.

What if the tenant 
says no to t3?

Every organisation has its own priorities and this is fine. The t3 Initiative is for like-minded 
organisations who see the action at a community level can bring about wider improvements 
to our society.. 

We own and occupy 
our building, is t3 for 
us?

Yes, the main area we focus on is tenanted buildings. However, we are not bound by 
restrictions, so you just need to treat your ownership and occupancy as separate, and then 
you can be part of the t3 Initiative.

What if my building 
is already super-
efficient?

There may be nothing to do right now, however, you can signal your interest by becoming  
a t3 supporter and signing up to our mailing list to receive our latest updates. When 
technology improves, there will be opportunities for improvements to your building. The t3 
community ensures that our workplaces continue to improve as technology becomes available.

Where do I find out 
about t3 project 
outcomes?

t3initiative.solutions will profile the projects being undertaken by the t3 community.

How do you calculate 
your potential $100m 
savings?

We have been conservative in our calculation using the figures from the federal governments
Commercial Building Disclosure register to get the office sector sqm and lighting current 
efficiency. We then apply the savings as exampled in our first projects, assume only an 
average of 7.5 watts psm saving in lighting energy use and $3 psm in maintenance savings.
Multiplying this out with a $0.24 electricity cost we get $100,800,000 in annual savings.
We expect higher potential as this is based on only half the actual office market, does not 
include the benefits from renewable energy, air conditioning improvements and industrial 
buildings are not factored in, but better to be on the conservative side. We will update once 
we are underway and can assess against more project outcomes.
The potential of jobs and growth of new technologies is another aspect we will look to 
measure in the future. The productivity improvement where we improve the workplace will 
far overshadow the direct savings, once we figure out the way to confidently calculate this 
we will publish this potential.

FAQ
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How do you calculate 
your potential
180,000 tonne of
GHG reduction?

We have been conservative in our calculation using the figures from the federal governments 
Commercial Building Disclosure register to get the office sector sqm and lighting current 
efficiency. We then use an average reduction of 7.5 watts psm reduction and the hours of 
operation in line with carbon certificate schemes. This provides us with 189,000 tonnes reduction 
per annum at a GHG conversion rate of 0.7. We know there will also be air conditioning 
reduction and other efficiency gains but we want to keep to a conservative figure. The renewable 
energy generation is not included in this calculation, this also has significant potential.

Who picks the charity? We ask the owners to consult with their tenants on the selection of the charity.

How much will my 
charity receive?

This depends on the scale of the project and the carbon schemes available in each jurisdiction. 
Project sheets will be made available on the website as examples. t3initiative.solutions

Can my charity get 
involved?

The t3 Initiative does not select charity organisations. The owners and tenants select the 
charity organisation to benefit from the t3 projects. So if you know building owners and 
tenants that want to participate then working with them would be your best option.

Can we donate to the 
t3 Initiative?

We encourage projects to donate to established charity organisations.

What role does 
government play in  
the t3 Initiative?

Government can utilise the t3 Initiative structure the same way any business can. As a leading 
tenant in buildings there is a large role for government to play and be part of the t3 community. 
Project sheets will be made available on the website as examples. t3initiative.solutions

What if my state does 
not have a carbon 
certificate scheme?

That’s okay, we can utilise the federal scheme for lighting projects to gather the credits for 
your project.

Is it just about 
lighting?

Our first leadership projects have been lighting upgrades to LED lighting, manufactured in
Australia. t3 projects can be about any efficiency improvement and renewable energy
installation. Lighting is just the beginning.

How does t3 solar 
work?

The t3 solar model provides a unique agreement for the tenant to receive renewable energy
at 80% of the cost of grid connected power. We are in discussions regarding pilot projects
and will update the website with project sheets once underway.

How does t3 differ 
from an EUA?

The t3 Initiative is not government run. It is voluntary and available in all jurisdictions in
Australia. It has simpler agreements and looks at the complete triple bottom line. We love
EUAs and they are a financing option within a t3 project.

How does t3 differ 
from a green lease?

The t3 Initiative is a shift in attitude and a relationship mechanism for owners and occupants. 
It can be seen as a green lease or a workplace improvement program. In the end it’s about 
simplification and positive community and business outcomes. Individually these projects are 
positive for the corporations involved, but collectively, through the t3 Initiative, we look to 
make a world of difference and engage business to collaborate and improve productivity in 
our buildings and also much wider economic, environmental and community improvements.

Do products used in
t3 projects need to be 
locally sourced?

No but we do encourage this. The good part is that any work has to be undertaken locally, 
that is where the building is. Ultimately we hope that the t3 drives innovation and new 
products to the market, but the asset owner makes the decision on what is undertaken, 
sometimes with input from their tenants.

Is t3 a new light like
t5?

The t3 is not product specific but rather an Initiative about new lighting and much more.
We will recommend solutions if applicable, that have improved sustainability outcomes.
Importantly the t3 will review solutions for the occupant, looking at the economics and the 
indoor environment quality.

Are you on social 
media? 

We are currently on LinkedIn. Stay up to date with our news and follow our page here: 
https://www.linkedin.com/company/t3-initiative/

Who runs the  
program?

The t3 Initiative is run through a partnership between Incorp Advisory. As the program devel-
ops we expect to involve more companies in the running of the program so we can accelerate 
the uptake of improving performance in commercial buildings and workplaces.
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